Navigating This Website

The German Academic Exchange Service operates many different websites for various persons and interests. The daad.de website is our main website and is aimed at all individuals interested in the DAAD.

In most cases, the daad.de website is available in two languages: German and English. Use the language selection in the upper left corner to change the language. If a page is available in only one language, this will be shown. Using the icons for Sign Language and Easy Language, you can obtain information in Sign Language and Easy Language.

You can always return to the homepage via the logo in the white bar. The Metanavigation on the top right leads you to the most important page areas: Here you can find our contact details and use the search function. To do so, enter a search term. On the search results page, you can further filter the results by different categories.

The Main Navigation provides an introduction to the actual contents of the website. It consists of four areas:

- The menu item “Study and research in Germany” contains all the important information you need if you live abroad and are interested in studying or doing research in Germany. Furthermore, there are scholarship offers as well as tips & tricks for you to consider.

- If you live in Germany and are planning a stay abroad, you can find information about what the DAAD has to offer and subsequent steps at “Study, research & teach abroad.”

- “Info & Services for Higher Education Institutions” contains information for university employees. The DAAD offers support and advice.

- At “The DAAD,” you can learn all about the DAAD as an organization, its tasks, the worldwide DAAD network, and also read news and publications.

We hope we’ve done a good job of presenting our website to you and would be pleased to welcome you here more often.